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Has your institution given you any indication of a return date to an office environment in 

some capacity?
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What is your institutional and team policy for on and off-campus events from September 

onwards?
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Do you feel that your day-to-day role has changed significantly over the past couple of 

months?
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If yes or no, in what ways has your role changed or not changed?

• have to learn total new ways of delivery, and be much more creative.
• Supporting more with virtual open days
• It is strange adapting to not being out on the road. Bonus is working regular hours for the first time in years! I do feel that we're not being used to 

our full knowledge/capability though and often find we're "filling in gaps" in other teams.
• I am now confined to a laptop whereas I was used to being out and about.
• More research and planning based
• Contact base has improved significantly in terms of cemented relationships, whilst others have become more distant. Reliance on our team has 

become aware as only targeted contact point with prospective students.
• sat in one room all day! no events, no f2f meetings, no travelling!
• Always been remote so that's not changed but the content of each day has. It's also been nice having everyone else being remote because it feels 

like I am now more involved with the university as everyone is in the same boat.
• More focus on digital marketing
• My role has become more technical based and less student facing as I have been working on how to build virtual events and deliver them. I've 

been helping out with training academics on how to use different event platforms such as Ivent, Microsoft Teams and Unibuddy.
• All talks and events ran online
• Same priorities and tasks, just a different environment.
• Lots more admin meaning less advice and guidance for students, my favourite part of the job. Virtual events have been good and can add to our 

portfolio but nothing will beat face to face when its safe to do so!
• More 'office' based, still some interaction through live virtual sessions etc but this accounts for a lot less of our working time than it used to


